Activity 1-Reading Comprehension
Read this twice and then answer the questions. Ask for help if you need it.

The answers are on the next page.
Check your answers again before looking to see if you were
right. 😊

Activity 2-Super Powers
Yesterday you read about Billy whose super power was that
he could turn things blue. That’s not a great super power!
I can think of at least two other super heroes who have
greater powers…Superman and Supergirl!
Follow the instructions to draw one or both of them:

Time to think and write.
Please draw yourself as a superhero, describe your super
power and give reasons for your choice. You could use some
of the techniques from the videos to help you.
A super power could be speed, flight, x-ray vision or it could
be something positive such as a cure for hunger or a
kindness spreader.

Activity 3-Fact file
There is a fact file on the following page. I wanted to fill it
in for Spiderman but there was no room so I’m typing the
answers to each section here:

My superhero name is:
Spiderman
My costume looks like:
Spiderman designed a costume to hide who he really is.
It is red and blue, and has web patterns on it. There is a
picture of a black spider on his chest.
My special powers are:
Spiderman has incredible strength and is similar to a
real life spider in many ways. He is an excellent climber,
is very fast, can shoot spider webs from his wrists and
can grab items which are far away. He only uses his
powers to help others.
How I became a superhero and got my special powers:
Spiderman was bitten by a strange spider on a school
trip. This left him with incredible super powers. He has
to learn about his special powers without anyone finding
out.

Now it’s your turn to make your own superhero fact file.
Make it as interesting as you can! Don’t forget to use lots of
adjectives to describe the nouns.

Activity 4-Comic strip
Look at the following comic strip extracts:

 They are narratives (they tell a story) written in panels.
 Each panel shows a different part of the story.
 There are speech bubbles or thought bubbles.
 You can write some of the story in short captions.
 You can use onomatopoeia, or sound words, for impact.

Today, I would like you to tell the story of how your
character got their super powers as a comic. You may like
to make a plan for this.
Some ideas:

Was it an accident?
Was it a magic spell?
Did they get bitten like Spiderman?

Don’t forget to use BOLD and different text bubbles like;

Here are two different types of writing frames that you
may like to copy:

Activity 5-Comic strip
Now you’re going to make a second comic strip showing your
superhero using their super powers.
Watch the following for more ideas about how to write a
comic strip. You can use ideas from stories you know:

Questions to ask yourself:

Do they fight crime?
Do they fight unfairness or mean behaviour?
Have they got healing powers?
Can they turn back time?
Can they make themselves invisible?

Don’t forget that your panels can be different sizes.
Have fun. 😊

